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Abstract

The causal impact of a treatment can be defined as the difference between the

observed value of a chosen response variable and the unobserved value that would

have been obtained had the treatment not taken place. An area where this plays a

key role is in the field of marketing, where the main objective is to incur some form

of positive effect on a chosen business metric in order to increase revenue in the

short or long term. Inferring the causal impact of marketing events is a critical yet

imperfect science in the business world. This thesis investigates the application of

Bayesian structural time series (BSTS) models to isolate the impact of marketing

campaigns launched during the 2017 Super Bowl. The model combines multiple

control markets and prior knowledge on trends to produce a synthetic counterfac-

tual of the desired response metric, had the Super Bowl ad never occurred. The

difference between the counterfactual and the true observed values is taken as the

causal impact. Being Bayesion in nature, the final posterior density depends only

on the actual observations, while accounting for all other states and parameters. The

objectives of this thesis include (a) demonstrating the application of BSTS in the

marketing setting, (b) investigating the effects of parameter choices and covariate

inclusion, (c) comparing the BSTS model to a traditional difference-in-differences

algorithm, and (d) illustrating the usefulness of the BSTS model in gaining business

insights regarding Super Bowl marketing.
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1 Introduction

Marketing has long been one of the most vital and perplexing elements of making

a business successful. When done properly, television advertisements combined

with digital marketing can bring in new customers, influence buying decisions, and

define a brand’s reputation. When not done properly, even the most perfect products

can become obsolete, quietly overshadowed by louder voices. In 2015 the total US

spend for TV advertising was over $60B, from companies setting aside 5-15% of

their revenue for marketing [1]. Naturally, the question arises of how to measure

the value gained to justify spending such copious amounts of money. This raises

one fundamental question: how to infer the causal impact of a designed campaign

on a chosen economic metric.

Over the years, econometricians have developed concepts such as return on mar-

keting investment (ROMI) [2] and techniques such as difference-in-differences [3]

to try and quantify the impact of each marketing dollar spent. Both methods have

their benefits and limitations (to be discussed in section 2.2). In the last few years,

econometricians and data scientists have looked to advanced machined learning

techniques paired with the growing quantities of available data as a potential ap-

proach. In 2015, Broderson et al. proposed Bayesian structural time series (BSTS)

models as a powerful tool for inferring causal impact of marketing campaigns [4].

The suggested BSTS model combines multiple control markets and prior knowl-

edge on product trends to produce a counterfactual post-ad campaign time series

for the response variable in question assuming the campaign never took place. The

difference between the observed response variable time series and this synthetic

counterfactual is then defined as the estimated causal impact of the marketing.

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the applicability of the BSTS

model by applying it to several marketing campaigns. The aim is to fit the model to
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multiple novel sets of data from varying sources, tune the various parameters, and

compare the results to other non-Bayesian methods. Additionally the thesis will

address the valuable business insights gained through the results of the model.

One of the most important times for brand marketing is during football season,

TV’s most sought after and expensive slot for advertisers [5]. For the 2016-2017

season, a 30 second spot during NBC’s Sunday night football cost an average of

$650,000 [5]. For the purposes of this thesis, the specific marketing event chosen

was Super Bowl Sunday. In 2017, an advertising spot during the big game cost

$5M+ for 30 seconds of airtime [6]. Inferring the causal impact of an ad campaign

of this caliber is a crucial business need.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background

content on typical Super Bowl marketing strategies, methods of measuring returns.

This section will introduce analysis techniques for inferring causality, including

details on the BSTS model. Section 3 discusses the application of the model to

Super Bowl marketing. Section 4 presents the technical results of applying and

tuning the BSTS model, as well as the marketing results of the various product

campaigns tested. Finally, section 5 details the corporate insights gleaned from the

exercise, the future work to potentially expand the Super Bowl analysis or further

test the BSTS model, and the additional possible applications for the model.
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Figure 1: Average cost of a 30 second commercial during the Super Bowl adjusted
for inflation

2 Background

2.1 Super Bowl Marketing

The Super Bowl, the annual championship of the National Football League, the

highest level of professional football in the world, has generated record levels of

viewership since it’s very start. From the first victory by the Green Bay Packers

in 1967 to the New England Patriots in 2017, 51 years later, the sport continues to

captivate millions. While the number of viewers has increased more than 3 fold

from 50 million to 170 million [7] over that time, the larger growth has been in

the marketing dollars spent by companies looking to capitalize on the event. The

average cost of a 30 second commercial during the Super Bowl started at $40,000

about 50 years ago and has since risen to $5 million dollars (see Figure 1 [6]. Total

annual ad spend in the last 20 years alone has drastically risen from close to $100

million to upwards of $400 million. According to Bloomberg Business [8], more

than one third of the 2015 Super Bowl broadcast was commercials (see Figure 2.

The Super Bowl can be as much career defining for the players, as for the advertisers

staking millions in hopes of being memorable. Companies go all out with one goal
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Figure 2: Ads aired during the 2015 Super Bowl

in mind: that their products and commercials be remembered and talked about just

as much as the team that scored the winning touchdown.

2.1.1 Advertising strategies and the shift to digital platforms

For decades the main and only form of Super Bowl advertising was through televi-

sion commercials. While it’s true that the average price tag for a 30 second com-

mercial has risen over 75% in a decade [6], there has also been a significant shift

towards digital marketing platforms. The constant technological changes our soci-

ety faces today has put more screens at our fingertips than ever before, creating a

plethora of advertising opportunities. When TV was the only advertising avenue

available, marketers could rely on the big reveal ads. However, as consumers be-

come continuously more exposed to digital advertising every moment they browse

the internet, watch videos on YouTube, or utilize apps on smartphones, advertis-

ers are forced to develop new strategies defining what content is viewed and when.

According to Salesforce research, 73% of Super Bowl fans said they plan to use

at least two devices during the big game [9], further increasing the importance of

a cross-channel digital engagement strategy. In order to fully monetize and gain

exposure for TV commercials, it has become necessary to branch out and explore

other means of staying relevant. All forms of digital marketing, combined with

traditional TV marketing, serve to create buzz around the brand in question. That

buzz can be in the form of word-of-mouth chatter regarding the product, or, more
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commonly these days, in the form of ”digital buzz”, i.e., online chatter.

2.1.1.1 Display advertising

Display advertising is a common form of online advertising in which images, videos,

or audio clips are utilized in banner ads, pre-roll ads, companion banners, rich me-

dia, and more. Companies that properly utilize this type of digital media optimize

a combination of pre-Super Bowl clips to build anticipation, usually paired with

a post-Super Bowl campaign taking advantage of ads on sites like YouTube to re-

main linked to any Super Bowl related searches. This way, as people go online to

rewatch the epic pass interception in the second quarter or the half-time performer

messing up, they are also faced with display advertising reminding them of the TV

commercial for product x.

2.1.1.2 Search engine optimization and paid search

Another key digital marketing strategy is search engine optimization (SEO). SEO

is the process of optimizing a website to increase its visibility in a search engine’s

unpaid results. This involves various methods of increasing the relevance between

the website and keywords, optimizing content, increasing the links to other sites

or pages, and more. In the context of Super Bowl advertising, top tier marketing

departments will create Super Bowl-focused landing pages for their products that

funnel in traffic by ranking highly for Super Bowl related search queries. A key

aspect of SEO is mobile search, which as of May 2015 surpassed desktop search

[10]. Keeping this in mind, it becomes important for these Super Bowl-focused

landing pages to also be well optimized for mobile devices.

Paid search marketing allows companies to advertise in the sponsored listing

section of a search engine or website’s results by paying the website each time

the ad is clicked upon by a user or even displayed. Displayed ads are charged on

a cost-per-impression (CPM) basis while clicked ads are slightly more expensive
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on a pay-per-click (PPC) basis. Both are critical methods for websites to make

money and companies to make an impression on potential customers. The growing

importance with paid search in recent years also falls on extending it to mobile

devices, much like SEO.

2.1.1.3 Deals, discounts, and sweepstakes

With each growing market, advertisers look for ways to monetize on the Super

Bowl. As food delivery becomes more popular, both restaurants and delivery ser-

vices alike will offer deals and discounts. As online shopping takes off, the Super

Bowl suddenly becomes a fantastic time to purchase a TV or other electronics.

Sweepstakes start popping up to win everything from NFL tickets to straight cash.

These additional advertising opportunities typically differ from TV commercials in

that they have a longer window ahead of Super Bowl Sunday. But much like TV,

the main factor making them successful, is the newest form of marketing - social

media.

2.1.1.4 Social media marketing

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat - the latest marketing channels being uti-

lized around Super Bowl time. Super Bowl campaigns are no longer complete with-

out the accompanying hashtag or tweet. In a society where every major brand or

company has a Twitter and Facebook page, it becomes critical to further supplement

TV advertising with social media posts. In order to maximize the full investment

made for a 30 second commercial, marketing teams may spend as much as an ad-

ditional 25% on promoting the commercial itself through memorable social media

posts to ensure the ad is spoken about, retweeted, Snapchatted, etc... [11]

One of the most useful aspects of social media marketing is the incorporation of

real-time user engagement. Retweeting or answering tweets on Twitter, reposting

Instragram photos with a given hashtag, product giveaways, live user contests se-
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lecting winners, are all examples of ways campaigns continue to boost their brand

during major events like the Super Bowl.

With the increased usage of digital media marketing methods and the contin-

ued increase in cost of TV commercials, the Super Bowl remains one of the most

critical advertising campaigns of the year for dozens of brands. The most creative

companies find ways of combining multiple marketing avenues, incorporating real-

time user input, and running campaigns over the longest windows possible before,

during, and after Super Bowl Sunday to ensure each dollar spent has the greatest

return possible.

It is important to note that increased buzz or engagement on social media does

not necessarily have to tie to social media marketing. All the aforementioned mar-

keting techniques, including television marketing, can have an impact on social

media buzz. For example, 30% of 2017 Super Bowl TV commercials contained

a reference to a Twitter hashtag [12] - thus creating user engagement on Twitter.

Social media buzz can be a metric for measuring returns of any form of marketing,

digital or otherwise. Salesforce research shows that people who engage with Twit-

ter while watching a TV commercial for a product are 88% more likely to purchase

the product [9], further proving that the importance of the metric. Section 2.2 will

provide further details on metrics and methods of measuring returns.

2.2 Measuring returns

If millions of dollars are being put on the line for half a minute of TV air time,

the returns must be justifiable. One of the most challenging aspects of marketing is

the fact that while it is commonly recognized as imperative, the exact value gained

through is nontrivial to measure. How does one tell if sales of their beer brand

increased due to the particular TV commercial that was run or because the main

competitor increased their prices around the same time? Or maybe the increase was
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drive by the famous actress who drank the beer in her last movie? Or maybe the

additional sales are simply due to the seasonality and being close to spring break

when college students are stocking up? Could it be that if half the money had

been spent on a lower quality commercial, sales would have still gone up the same

amount? What if a TV commercial was not aired at all and the brand relied soled

on the fact that the competitor increased prices? These are the kinds of questions

marketing teams try to answer as they justify their upcoming fiscal year budget

projections to the company CEO.

2.2.1 Return on marketing investment

Return on marketing investment (ROMI) is fundamentally the increase in profits

attributed to marketing spend divided by the marketing spend risked [2]. Unlike

traditional return on investment calculations which are based on money that is put

into more tangible assets like inventory or facilities, ROMI measures marketing

funds that are ’risked’ in the current period. The formula for ROMI is simple:

Incremental Revenue Attributable to Marketing ($) * Contribution Margin (%) - Marketing Spend ($)

Marketing Spend ($)
(1)

As long as the ROMI is positive, the marketing spend is justifiable. The formula

itself is simple enough, but the difficult part is understanding what the incremen-

tal revenue attributable to marketing really is. First, it is important to make the

distinction between the two types of ROMI metric.

2.2.1.1 Short term ROMI

Short term ROMI is what is most commonly measured by companies when deter-

mining how many marketing dollars should be spent. This looks purely at highly

quantifiable values such as revenue or market share and their fluctuation due to

marketing. The output here is typically something like: every dollar spent on a par-
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ticular form of marketing results in an additional $x dollars in profit or an increase

of x% market share.

2.2.1.2 Long term ROMI

Long term ROMI on the other hand focuses on more intangible benefits of mar-

keting such as brand perception or awareness. This is a more complex and sophis-

ticated metric factoring both marketing analytics and business/consumer insights.

When done correctly, it can be used to determine a company’s marketing strategy,

channels, and messaging to accomplish a variety of goals such as brand turnaround

or customer demographic improvement or reduction in churn rate (the annual per-

centage of customers lost).

Long term ROMI will utilize many of the same methods as short term ROMI,

but further supplement with models like customer lifetime value (CLV). CLV mod-

els the long term value of a single incremental customer acquisition (especially

important in subscription based business models like a magazine or gym member-

ship). The most common approach for both short and long term ROMI is through

the application of Marketing Mix Modeling.

2.2.2 Marketing Mix Modeling

Marketing Mix Modeling is a statistical regression approach which uses historic

data such a product sales to correlate impact of specific marketing campaigns [13].

Using linear regression, the relationship between marketing events and a response

variable, like sales, is mapped. By using the equation to define the exact effective-

ness of a campaign, or the sales volume generated by that particular activity, com-

panies can then use the ROMI formula to look at how much return their marketing

investment produced. This insight taken across a variety of campaigns, regions,

products, times, etc are can then be utilized to make strategic and tactical decisions

to optimize future marketing spend. In order to set up a marketing mix model, the
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dependent and independent variables have to be selected carefully, balancing auto-

mated programs working through large data sets and experienced econometricians

selectively adjusting the inputs. Once the variable sets are created, it takes multi-

ple iterations before an appropriate model is created. The goal of the analysis is

to inform what incremental gain in sales can be obtained from an increase in the

marketing element by one unit. This one unit could be a dollar spent, it could be an

extra 5% discount on a sale, or one extra spot during the Super Bowl game day. This

method is invaluable in understanding the effectiveness of various types of market-

ing, especially given the shift to new digital advertising forms in recent years. Once

the model is complete, a marketing team can run scenarios with different allocations

of marketing spend on different types of advertising to fully optimize their budget.

The marketing mix modeling method, used by most large consumer packaged

goods companies like P&G, Kraft, and Coca-Cola, does have one major limitation.

The regression modeling used to form a relationship between the marketing activity

and the product sales relies heavily on a large quantity of historic sales data for that

product. This makes MMM highly ineffective in managing marketing investments

for new products without much historic data.

2.2.3 Brand lift

Another important metric to measure besides just sales, is brand lift. Especially in

our increasingly digital world where every opinion is voiced through social media,

topics like brand lift and brand perception become more indicative of how well a

company or product is doing. Brand lift is defined as an increase in interaction with

a brand as a result of an advertising campaign [14]. The importance of brand lift

lies in increasing awareness of the product or brand and improving the perception.

The purpose of brand lift is to think more long term and look past straightforward

sales data. Brand lift metrics include the following components:
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• Awareness of the brand or product

• Attitude or opinion on the quality, value, and appeal of the brand or product

• Recall or the ability to remember the brand or product

• Favorability or the likelihood of recommending the brand or product

• Intent or the likelihood of purchasing the brand or product

One possible method of measuring these components is through primary market

research. Online surveys and polls are a great way of gathering information on

brand awareness and favorability. Many online tools such as Google Consumer

Surveys allow your one or two simple questions to be shown as a precursor to

accessing content as an alternative to subscriptions. Through social media platforms

like Facebook or Twitter, marketing teams can set up polls leveraging the vast online

population willing to publicly post their opinions. These polls or surveys can be set

up to run right before or right after a marketing campaign, providing a snapshot

view of brand lift at any given moment; but with limited insight into the effect over

time. Additionally the results are often skewed as it is most likely for customers

with strong opinions to respond to a survey. This is most useful not in determining

how much money to invest in a marketing campaign, but rather how to tailor the

wording and messaging to better improve specific brand lift metrics that may be

lagging.

2.2.4 Emergence of new metrics

As businesses and customers undergo the digital transformation of the consumer

purchasing journey from advertising to product research to actual purchasing through

to product reviewing, marketing teams need to recognize the emergence of new data

and metrics. Supplementing traditional key performance indicators (KPIs) such as
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sales data, by adopting other quantitative indicators of a brand’s success is now

crucial. A few examples of this include:

• Social media followers or likes: How many Twitter followers or Facebook

likes a brand has is becoming increasingly important as a direct indicator of

brand awareness, perception, and likelihood of purchase

• Share of search: Quickly becoming a leading indicator of market share,

share of search shows how many consumers are searching for a specific brand

or product relative to its competitors. Given the 75% increase in e-commerce

over the past 5 years [15], searching for a brand online is key in both the prod-

uct research and product purchase phases of the consumer journey

• Online searches: While share of search looks to understand how a brand is

stacking up against its competition, purely looking at absolute increases in

search volume is telling of how many potential customers have your brand

top of mind

• New visits to a website: Measuring the change in percentage of new visits to

a brand’s website, perhaps as a result of clicking on a specific marketing ad,

is useful for considering new customer acquisition, important for a brand’s

sustainability

• Social buzz: Similar to social media followers, this metric allows for social

response monitoring and any changes in brand sentiment, especially directly

following an advertising campaign [16]

As data on these new metrics becomes more readily available, combining it with

a strong time series modeling method to measure true causality of marketing activ-

ity is the key next step. This paper explores a specific application of Bayesian state

space models on such data to explore a number of marketing strategy questions.
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2.3 Analysis techniques for inferring causality

As previously discussed, there are many difficulties in analyzing the causal impact

of marketing events. Dozens of variables are at play at any given moment on top of

shifting consumer behavior and seasonal variations, continually complicating the

process of isolating the impact of a single discrete advertising event. Additionally

from an analytical standpoint, the impact of TV campaigns cannot be tracked at the

individual consumer level, the goal is to see how the entire target population acts to

affect the response metric.

2.3.1 Randomized experiments

While randomized experiments would be the most reliable method of conducting

marketing analytics, they are not always possible given the situation. Websites and

email based campaigns can often be set up to run randomized control experiments,

however TV commercials are less likely to allow for the same level of manipula-

tion. They are often paired with digital marketing to further the reach and impact,

thus blurring results across channels. Therefore with pure randomized experiments

being unlikely, time series analysis at the market level becomes the ideal method of

evaluation.

A/B testing, a type of randomized experiment related to causal inference, is

another tool used to survey the effectiveness of various marketing treatments [17].

A/B testing is a form of multi-variant hypothesis testing in which a subject’s re-

sponse to variable A is tested against the response to variable B, typically done to

see which variable, or marketing treatment, is most effective. This technique is best

used in highly controllable situations like an email advertisement being sent out or

website design. An example would be sending one email with a certain subject

line (variable A) to a randomly selected population of potential customers, and the

same email with a different subject line (variable B) to a different randomly se-
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lected population. By measuring the click rate - percent of subjects that proceeded

to open the email and click on the website’s link - marketers may see if one variable

was more effective than the other. As mentioned above, like all randomized experi-

ments, this works best in situations where the reach and effect of the marketing can

be contained and appropriately manipulated.

2.3.2 Casual inference without randomized experiments

The fundamental question marketing teams aim to answer is whether treatment T

(the ad campaign, commercial, email, product release, etc...) caused the observed

outcome Y (an increase in product sales, the acquisition of new customers, a lift

in brand awareness, an increase in Google searches, etc...). This can be done by

looking at the counterfactual: if treatment T had not occurred, what would the

outcome look like? The difference between that outcome and the observed outcome

Y is the causal effect of treatment T [18]. Without randomized experiments, the key

to this is the creation of a control [19]. Analyzing interventions through time series

modeling requires two basic steps [4]:

1. Identifying control markets that follow the general trend of the test mar-

ket where the treatment took place - but were not affected by the treatment

in question. This could take the form of different geographies, different but

similar brands or products, some proxy variables that measures activity in

the industry as a whole, etc... This control helps account for seasonal trends

and other external variables affecting the broader picture (e.g., natural dis-

asters, political movements, health studies, consumer behavior shifts, etc...).

Time series matching based on data prior to the treatment finds the best set of

controls.

2. Comparing the observed outcome Y to the outcome modeled based on the

relationship between the test and control markets.
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Figure 3: Illustration of difference in differences definition

The most basic approach for time series matching (step 1) is to use Euclid-

ian distance to find controls that best align with the test data [4, 20]. However

this approach often over simplifies to throw out potential controls for the slightest

deviations between markets. Ideally the control market and test market would be

consistently matching, but in reality this is rare. This simplistic approach eliminates

viable control market candidates with temporary shifts in relation to the test data.

In a later section this paper will discuss more robust methods of selecting controls.

For the second step listed above, the traditional inference approach is the difference

in differences technique.

2.3.2.1 Difference in differences analysis

The difference in difference technique is typically a static regression model that

calculates the difference between the average change over time in the test variable

from pre to post treatment, and the average change over time in the control variable

[3]. As seen in Figure 3, the difference in differences formula is (P2 - S2) - (P1 - S1),

where P receives the treatment at some point between Time 1 and Time 2.

While a difference in differences model does aim to mitigate a number of exter-

nal biases through the use of a control market, it typically also requires a few key
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assumptions. The first states that the observations be independent and identically

distributed (i.i.d.). The second key requirement is the parallel trend assumption

which states that the difference between the test and control markets remain con-

stant. Both these assumptions rarely hold true for time series data. Naturally during

any given time there will be a number of variables affecting the control market un-

related to the test market undergoing its treatment, thus violating the parallel trend

assumption. One of the main limitations of the DD model, is that it does not pro-

vide any insight into the change in effect over time. All data points prior to the

treatment are averaged to one number, and all data points post treatment are aver-

age to another. The model looks only at the difference between the two and outputs

a singular causal impact value.

To summarize, the traditional difference in differences approach is limiting in

three critical ways:

1. It is a static model with i.i.d data and regression coefficients that do not

change with time

2. It only considers two time points, one before and one after the treatment

without accounting for the change in effect over time

3. There are significant restrictions on the construction of the control

2.3.3 Bayesian structural time series analysis

The alternate approach utilized for this analysis revolves around fitting a Bayesian

structural time series model with multiple markets feeding into the control data

set to produce a counterfactual post-treatment time series for the response variable

assuming the treatment never took place. The difference between the observed

response variable time series and this synthetic counterfactual is then taken as the

estimated causal impact of the treatment.
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A useful machine learning technique for feature selection, time series forecast-

ing, and inferring causal impact, is the Bayesian structural time series model. It is

a powerful alternate approach to difference-in-differences for the purposes of mar-

keting analytics. One of the key advantages of BSTS is that it makes it possible

to infer evolution of impact over time [4]. Additionally, the model allows for the

incorporation of Bayesian empirical priors, building in what is known through ob-

servations to prevent over-fitting. BSTS allows for a greater level of flexibility when

accounting for sources of variation such as seasonality, or larger trends. Thus the

limiting factors of difference-in-differences mentioned above are mitigated.

A structural time series model is a state space model for time series data. State

space models represent Nth order differential equations as N first order differential

equations. The model distinguishes between an observation equation specifying

how a system state translates into measurements and a state equation that describes

how the state vector evolves through time [4]. These two equations can be defined

as follows:

yt = ZT
t αt + εt (2)

αt+1 = Ttαt +Rtηt (3)

The first equation above is the observation equation defining the relationship

between observed data yt, which is a scalar, and a latent d-dimensional state vector

αt. Zt is an output vector also of dimension d and εt is a scalar observation error

normally distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation of σ2
t .

The second equation is the state equation with state vector αt, d x d transition

matrix Tt, d x q control matrix Rt, and q-dimensional system error, ηt, normally

distributed with mean 0 and standard deviation Qt.

A large number of autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) mod-

els, like those often used for short term forecasting, can be written in the form of
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the two above equations, making the flexibility of structural time series models an

important benefit. By assuming the errors of various state-component models to

be independent, we can concatenate a number of commonly used trend or season-

ality models to form the state vector αt. State components are assumed to evolve

according to independent Gaussian random walks [4]. More details regarding the

formation of the state vector for this thesis will be provided in Section 3.3.

By combining the trend and seasonality state-components, with regression state-

components from our multiple untreated control markets, it is possible to construct

a merged control off of which the synthetic counterfactual prediction can be ob-

tained. The observations from the untreated control markets help account for any

other short term trends or variance that is not captured by the generalized trend and

seasonality models.

The first state-component model utilized in the approach is the local linear trend,

as defined by the following equations:

µt+1 = µt + δt + ηµ,t (4)

δt+1 = δt + ηδ,t (5)

In the equations, µt represents the value of the trend at time t, while δt repre-

sents the expected change from µt to µt+1. The two system errors, η, are normally

distributed about mean 0. This model is good for quick adaptation to local variation

for short term predictions, which is useful when considering shorter term marketing

campaigns.

Another state-component model incorporated is seasonality. The most common

seasonality model is as follows:

γt+1 = −
S−2∑
s=0

γt−s + ηγ,t (6)
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Here S is the number of seasons and γt is their joint contribution to the observed

data yt. Since s goes from 0 to S − 2, the most recent S − 1 seasonal effects are

accounted for. This model can be applied to any form of ”seasonality” whether that

be the four seasons, or S = 7 to represent a weekly cycle or even S = 24 for a

daily cycle if looking at a short time period. Both the µt and the γt vectors become

subsets of the αt state vector.

The final step is to add the components of state representing the untreated con-

trol markets. As previously discussed, these control markets are critical for the

creation of an accurate counterfactual since they account for additional variance

from unobservable causes beyond the aforementioned trend and seasonality mod-

els. The basic way to incorporate the contemporeaneous covariariates is through

linear regression, with coefficients that can be static or time-varying. For static co-

efficients, the state space form sets Zt = βTxt and αt = 1, where xt denotes the

control markets. Since the treatment is fully Bayesian, a large number of covariates

can be included with the confidence that a spike-and-slab prior (described in detail

next) will incorporate posterior uncertainty regarding which control markets should

be included and how heavily they should be weighted to reduce overfitting.

The spike-and-slab method is a Bayesian regression technique useful for pick-

ing variables out of large sets of possible predictors. It allows for a number of

potential predictors to be narrowed down to the most important ones based on more

than just Euclidian distance as previously discussed. The model starts with a vector

the length of the number of possible predictors. The values in this vector are either

0 or 1 depending on whether the predictor is included in the regression. Assuming

no prior knowledge on which predictors are preferred over others, the model de-

faults to a Bernoulli prior distribution. A normal prior is then applied to the model

coefficients for included predictors. A subset of the vector is taken for the vari-

ables for which the value is 1. A subset is also taken from the prior distribution
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of the corresponding regression coefficients. A posterior probability distribution is

then calculated for both the variables to be included and the coefficients. The pro-

cess is repeated thousands of times using Markov chain Monte Carlo for posterior

inference calculations. From this, a posterior distribution of the variables to be in-

cluded, the regression coefficient values, and the corresponding prediction can then

be obtained. To recap, the steps of the algorithm are as follows:

1. Start with a vector the length of the of controls

2. Assign values of 0 or 1 based on a Bernoulli prior distribution indicating

whether the control is included in the regression

3. Assign coefficients to all the controls based on a Gaussian prior distribution

4. Take a draw of control markets that were assigned a 1, and the corresponding

coefficients

5. Calculate a posterior probability distribution for both (the controls to be in-

cluded and the coefficients)

6. Repeat the process, revising the inclusion probabilities and the coefficients

until steady state is reached

7. Repeat the entire process a thousand times using Markov chain Monte Carlo

The name of the model refers to the shape of the two prior distributions: a spike

for the probability of a variable being chosen for the model and thus not zero (the

product of the independent Bernoulli distributions per variable), and the slab for the

prior distribution of the regression coefficient values (the wide-variance Gaussian

prior).

This step of the Bayesian structural time series allows for the appropriate control

markets to be selected while avoiding overfitting by promoting a sparseness during
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of BSTS model

selection [20]. Since the model is Bayesian, the coefficients follow a random distri-

bution and allow for the incorporation of uncertain historical relationships between

markets that often are correlated. This flexibility in forecasting is much more pow-

erful than fixed coefficients as in the case of difference-in-differences. Figure 4

shows the graphical representation of the model [4]. Once the posterior distribution

over the parameters and states (α) is calculated, it is possible to predict the coun-

terfactual. By integrating out the parameter estimates and the state components (in-

cluding the the vectors determining the inclusion probabilities and the coefficients

of the control markets), we are left with a posterior density for the counterfactual

time series that is conditional only on the observed data (treated market before in-

tervention and controls markets both before and after intervention):

p(ỹn+1:m|y1:n, x1:m) (7)

Due to the nature of the the Bayesian methodology, while the states and param-

eters are accounted for, the final model depends only on the observations.
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3 Application of BSTS to Super Bowl ad campaigns

3.1 Statement of Problem

The goal of this thesis is dual in nature. The task at hand is to infer the causal

impact on digital buzz generated for various products and brands by Super Bowl

related ad campaigns. Note the ad campaigns themselves may be digital, traditional

(TV), or a mix of both. The two objectives are to test the technical applicability

of the BSTS model while simultaneously drawing forward a number of business

insights regarding one of the largest marketing campaigns of the year. For the

purposes of this thesis, digital buzz has been measured in two ways: the amount

of Google searches performed for the term or brand in question and the Twitter

activity surrounding the brand.

These two facets of digital buzz, Twitter mentions and Google searches, were

selected for a number of reasons. First, they will provide an interesting contrast as

some brands focus heavily on their Twitter marketing in accompaniment of a TV

commercial, while other brands do not. Twitter also can be viewed as a more public

forum of Internet buzz where users need to consciously make the decision to post

their opinion on a brand, knowing it will be viewed by many, as opposed to a Google

search which can be done in private to satisfy a user’s curiosity. This ties back to the

element of brand lift previously discussed: favorability or the likelihood of recom-

mending the brand or product. As was discussed in the background section, in the

modern digital world the average customer journey - from learning about a prod-

uct, through purchasing it, to potentially leaving a review or recommendation for

peers - is increasingly grounded in technology and social media. Thus, measuring

the digital buzz produced by marketing is critically important. Google and Twitter

have been selected as proxies for digital buzz due to their being two of the most

prevalent websites in use. According to Statista, the share of search traffic in the
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U.S. that originates from Google is 81.4% [21] and as of the end of 2015, Twitter

had roughly 305 million monthly active users [22]. These two websites, along with

a few other major players, dominate the digital market.

Additionally, the existence of a positive relationship between Twitter mentions

and revenue for certain types of products and markets, such as box office revenue,

further motivates brands to understand the causal impact of marketing on this metric

[23].The final reason these two sources were selected was due to the availability of

data. Both Google search and Twitter mentions data is publicly available, albeit in

a somewhat limited manner (to be discussed in Section 3.2).

The two main criteria used to define level of buzz are the amount and the length

of time the buzz remains. Unlike in marketing campaigns such as price discounts

or a new slogan that can last for a much longer time frame, Super Bowl advertising

is short. Millions of dollars are poured into marketing for an event lasting roughly

4 hours. There is some time before and after the actual game to push marketing

agendas, but overall the window is quite short. Therefore, the buzz created must be

massive in quantity to outweigh the brevity in length in order for the dollars spent

to be justified. This hypothesis is one of many tested by this thesis.

In order to infer causality of Super Bowl marketing on digital buzz, a Bayesian

structural time series model will be employed on relevant brands with control mar-

kets being consumer products with absolutely no association to the event. The

BSTS model will be fit using data prior to the event, along with any given knowl-

edge of trends and seasonality. The spike-and-slab method will aid in determin-

ing which control markets are best suited for inclusion. Based on the model, a

counterfactual prediction of the given brand’s digital buzz will be generated for the

post-event period assuming no event took place. Finally, in a Bayesian fashion, the

difference between the counterfactual and the observed data will be used to quantify

the casual impact.
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As stated above, the goal of the thesis is two fold: the first is technical and the

second is business driven. First, we will test the use and applicability of the BSTS

model, test its various model parameters, and compare it to a standard difference-in-

differences approach to see how the results compare. Second, we will use the appli-

cation of this machine learning technique and approach on Super Bowl marketing

campaigns to analyze the findings with a business lens in order to hypothesize and

answer a number of relevant questions such as:

• How much digital buzz does a Super Bowl ad typically generate?

• How long does the buzz last?

• Does buzz last longer on Twitter or Google?

• Do certain types of products (e.g., sports drinks, beer, candy, cars) get more

of a push than others?

• How do different types of marketing campaigns (e.g., game day commercial,

hashtag campaign, celebrity endorsement, Super Bowl product label, etc...)

compare?

Data availability aside, the choice to infer the causal impact of Super Bowl

marketing on digital buzz rather than on sales data directly was also influenced by

the ”Super Bowl Impossibility Theorem” coined by Lewis and Rao in 2012 [24].

Their hypothesis essentially states that since Super Bowl commercials cost roughly

3 cents per viewer (see section 2.1), if the ad were to have an impact on profits of 4

cents per viewer, the company would profit $1.7M. But if the ad had an impact of

2 cents per viewer, the company would incur that very amount in losses. The line

between profit and loss is so fine that the sales data noise makes it nearly impossible

to infer whether a campaign was profitable or not. In this thesis, we instead focus on
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the value of driving digital buzz as a means of increasing brand awareness, gaining

new customers, staying ahead of competition, etc...

3.2 Data sources

There are three sources of data needed for constructing a control and a synthetic

counterfactual:

1. Response variable time series data

2. Contemporaneous time series data for a predictive control

3. Available prior knowledge about the model parameters

The third item on the above list comes from previous research and general un-

derstanding of seasonality or trends. The first two items are the main types of data

needed to run the Bayesian structural time series model. The first, the time series

behavior data of the selected response variable, is essentially the Google search and

Twitter mentions data for an effected product or brand, like Bud Light. The second,

the time series behavior data for predictive control markets, put in simpler terms is

the same Google and Twitter data for non-effected control products, such as Blue

Moon. The data collected (both response variable and controls) should start some

time before the Super Bowl (in order to create an accurate synthetic control) and

end some time after (in order to obtain a counterfactual and measure its difference

from the observed response variable).

The Google search data was sourced from Google Trends which allows users

to download normalized time series data for any search term. The data is unbiased

and excludes repeated searches from the same person over a short period of time.

The limitations are as follows:

• Minute by minute data is only available for the last 4 hours
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• Eight minute data is available for the last day

• Hourly data is available for the last 7 days

• Anything older than 7 days can only be accessed as daily data

These limitations on how data can be downloaded created some hurdles. We

discovered very early on that daily data is not particularly useful when looking

at short term marketing campaigns with a duration of 24 hours. The search term

”Super Bowl” itself only receives heightened Google search or Twitter attention

for roughly 5-8 days after the game, making it rare that any advertising campaigns

continue to rely on it for much longer than that. Daily time series data sets spanning

from before to after the Super Bowl with roughly 20 points in total hardly serve for

a machine learning model. Therefore the data used for this thesis is at least hourly if

not more granular. Unfortunately, this limitation ruled out the possibility of pulling

data from past Super Bowls. All data had to be collected live to ensure the proper

granularity in the time series could be captured.

The Twitter mentions data was scraped from a social media analytics website

called Talkwalker. Without purchasing a full license, the data is again somewhat

limiting. This website only provides Twitter mentions data for any term for the last

7 days, in the form of hourly data. Given the restrictions, all analyses performed in

this paper are based on Google search and Twitter mentions data for Super Bowl LI

played on Sunday, February 5th, 2017 at 6:30pm EST.

The table below shows the response variables and control variables selected.

It is important to note that while similar types of products were selected as both

response and control, products that seem entirely unrelated can still provide use-

ful control markets especially when looking at trends such as weekend peaks and

troughs, nighttime decreases, and more. Since the spike-and-slab technique safely

weights the various markets and decides which to include in the final synthetic con-
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trol, we need not limit ourselves to only highly similar products. For example, Twix

could serve as a perfectly viable control market for Buick. The key is only to make

sure none of the control markets were impacted by Super Bowl advertising. This

was done through internet research as well as close monitoring of Google, Twit-

ter, and the control brand’s website to confirm no relevant Super Bowl marketing

campaigns were run.

Response markets (treated brands) Control markets (untreated brands)

84 Lumber Almond Joy

Audi Blue Moon

Avocados from Mexico Burger King

Bai Corona

Bud Light Dasani

Buick Home Depot

Coca-Cola Lowe’s

Doritos M&Ms

Fiji Water Mountain Dew

Intel Pringles

Kia Shock Top

LIFEWTR Smartwater

Microsoft Twix

Skittles

Snickers

Sprite

Tostitos

Toyota
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3.2.1 Data treatment and normalization

The main treatment the data required was concatenating multiple pulls of data to-

gether due to the limited time frame that could be downloaded at any given time.

As previously mentioned, the Google data was available in normalized form only,

meaning that for any given pull of data, the highest number of searches in that time

period was normalized to 100, which each data point scaling down from there. This

required rescaling and adjusting when multiple separate data pulls were combined

into one data set. The Twitter data was available as absolute number of mentions.

3.3 BSTS analysis

A Bayesian structural time series model was utilized to infer causal impact of the

various types of Super Bowl marketing campaigns for the aforementioned response

markets selected on their digital buzz. In order to properly develop and fit the

model, a number of variables had to be tweaked and carefully adjusted. The first

steps involved structuring the data in the appropriate way, i.e., properly formatting

the date and time columns, as well as columns for each control market time series

data and the affected brand in question. For the purposes of this thesis, the αt state

vector, where t is from the start of the data to up until the treatment, was formed by

concatenating three types of state components: the control markets (scaled by static

linear regression coefficients), a local linear trend, and a ”seasonality” model. Next

the model had to be tuned on the proper pre and post-event windows. The following

sections will describe in more detail this implementation. As previously mentioned,

this portion was in fulfillment of the technical aspect of the thesis. After the model

was fully developed and satisfactory, it was applied in a number of different ways

to draw conclusions regarding the marketing and business benefits of Super Bowl

advertising.
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3.3.1 Implementation in R

The Causal Impact R package developed by Brodersen et al. in 2015 served as

the framework and method of implementation for this thesis [25]. The R package

implements the approach discussed in section 2.3.3.1, beginning with the spike-

and-slab model utilized to create a control combining multiple unaffected markets

and ending with inferring causality as the difference between the generated coun-

terfactual and the actual observed values for the response variable.

3.3.1.1 Model assumptions

Causal inference requires a number of strong assumptions to draw valid conclu-

sions. For starters, arguably the most important assumption is that the markets

chosen to be part of the control were not affected by the treatment themselves. If

they were, we may underestimate the effect on the response variable or potentially

even overestimate it if the treatment had a negative effect on what was thought to

be a control market. We also assume that the relationship between the treated and

untreated time series remain fairly stable as established during the pre-treatment

period. Unlike a traditional difference in differences analysis, we do not need to

hold to the assumption that the observations be i.i.d..

3.3.1.2 Utilizing and adjusting the model

The model requires two inputs, the response time series and at least one control

time series. The R package then constructs a time-series model, performs posterior

inference on the counterfactual, and returns a number of results summarizing the

treatment’s effect on the response variable. To estimate this effect, we first specify

which portion of the data is the training, or pre-intervention, period and which

period is for computing the post-intervention counterfactual.

The first decision that needed to be made was just how long the post-intervention

period should be. As with any marketing campaign the impact has a specific win-
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dow after which the response variable will either return to normal levels or become

affected by other market conditions (e.g., a new campaign). It is important to iden-

tify a proper window of time during which the impact is expected as opposed to

selecting an extended intervention period during which the effect has already worn

off. Due to the nature of the Super Bowl and accompanying advertising, this win-

dow is fairly short yet the impact high. The first parameter tuning conducted in the

process of creating an accurate model was to test various post-intervention lengths

to determine what the ideal window should be. The various windows tested were

from 9am EST on Super Bowl Sunday to:

1. The end of the game ( 11pm EST on Sunday)

2. 1 day after (Midnight PST Monday night)

3. 2 days after (Midnight PST Tuesday night)

4. 3 days after (Midnight PST Wednesday night)

5. 4 days after (Midnight PST Thursday night)

6. 5 days after (Midnight PST Friday night)

7. 6 days after (Midnight PST Saturday night)

8. 1 week after (5 pm EST Monday, February 13th)

The reason we stop there is due to the potential interference from Valentine’s

day marketing, especially for the candy or chocolate related products. The detailed

results can be found in section 4.

Another adjustment made to the model was the number of control markets uti-

lized. It is assumed that the more control markets are submitted as candidates to the

spike-and-slab algorithm, the better the model will be. A brief test was done to see

how the results varied by number of control markets. The model was tested with 1,
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Figure 5: Pre-Super Bowl Google search trends

5, and 11 control markets. The results can be found in section 4. These learnings

can be informative for future users of the model, in whatever application of BSTS.

Aside from these adjustments, the model was also fit specifically to our Super

Bowl campaign application. There are a number of tunable parameters built into

the R Causal Impact package. The first change made was to add a ”seasonality”

trend for weekends vs. weekdays. As can be seen in Figure 5, much of the Google

search data has variability between weekdays and weekends as well as peaks for

time zones and night vs. day. By informing the model that the data is hourly with 7

day cycles we can further improve the accuracy of the model.

Another parameter chosen was whether to use static or dynamic coefficients.

Since the overall time frame of the Super Bowl is quite short, the relationship be-

tween the control markets and the treated market is fairly stable leading up to the

event. This makes static coefficients a good option. Had we been examining a

longer period of time leading up to the event, and a longer event overall, it may

have been useful to incorporate dynamic coefficients.

By performing these parameter adjustments and tests, we can get a sense of
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how the model can be properly fitted. From there, each product requires its own

customized model because parameters such as the post-intervention period need to

be tweaked slightly differently depending on the type of marketing campaign run.

3.3.2 Comparison to difference-in-differences method

As discussed in section 2.3.2.1, the traditional method for performing causal in-

ference analysis used to be a difference in differences model. To see just how the

results varied for our particular use case, a BSTS model and a DD model were run

on the same data sets. Given the nature of the analysis being performed, it is dif-

ficult to judge whether one method is more accurate than another, however we can

at least see if the results are directionally consistent (i.e., is the estimated causal

impact similar, always off in the same direction, always off by a consistent amount,

etc...) and how the confidence intervals compare.
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4 Results

4.1 BSTS model testing

The output of the Causal Impact R package contains the following information

regarding the response variable time series during the post intervention period:

Average Cumulative

Actual # #

Prediction (s.d.) # (#) # (#)

95% Confidence Interval [#, #] [#, #]

Absolute effect (s.d.) # (#) # (#)

95% Confidence Interval [#, #] [#, #]

Relative effect (s.d.) % (%)

95% Confidence Interval [%, %]

Posterior probability of effect %

When measuring a response variable like sales, the ”cumulative” column is most

meaningful, while a variable like stock price would require analysis based on the

”average” column. For the purposes of this paper, since the Google search data is

only available as normalized values (i.e., the highest number of searches in a given

time period is assigned the value of 100, and the rest is scaled down from there),

neither the average or cumulative values are of particular interest. Instead, we focus

on the % relative effect and the accompanying standard deviation. This tells us that

an ad campaign resulted in an x% increase in searches. The Twitter mentions data

on the other hand is in absolute number of mentions per hour. In this case we can

consider the average number of mentions as well as cumulative mentions over the

given post intervention period, in additional to looking at the % relative effect.

Figure 6 shows the aforementioned output data in visual form, using Avoca-

dos from Mexico as the selected product. The first panel of the three panel graph
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Figure 6: Avocados from Mexico causal impact output

shows the actual time series Google search data as a solid line and the counterfac-

tual prediction as a dotted line. The second panel shows the pointwise difference

between the actual data and the prediction, i.e., the causal impact over time of the

Super Bowl marketing ad. The third panel shows the cumulative effect of the cam-

paign over time. For all three panels the blue shaded area represents the confidence

interval.

4.1.1 Varying the post period window

It was found that the length of the post period window had a significant impact on

the calculated causal impact of the marketing event. The Causal Impact R pack-

age and the accompanying paper describing the algorithm and its use did not re-

late details regarding how best to choose the length of the post period window [4],

therefore this variable was varied and tested to better understand how to make this

decision in using the model.

It is not always clear how long the impact of a marketing campaign will last

before fading. By varying the post period time until the 95% confidence interval

included zero, the length of time could be determined for each product. From this
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information, two statements can be made: at what period of the time post event does

the response variable reach it’s maximum impact, and how long does the impact

last before settling back to normal pre-event levels. Graphically this can be seen in

Figure 6 as the time at which the second panel reverts to a consistent zero and the

slope of the third panel flattens.

4.1.2 Controls

A powerful aspect of the BSTS model is the ability to combine information from

multiple control markets to calculate a more accurate counterfactual prediction of

the response variable. Testing the model with 1, 5, and then 11 control markets

not only changed the counterfactual prediction (either making it lower or higher de-

pending on which controls markets were selected) but always resulted in a narrower

confidence interval. However the reason for this increase in accuracy is not due to

simply adding more control markets to the final model, but rather adding the right

control markets.

Contrary to common intuition, the best control markets for a certain response

variable are not always similar products. The spike-and-slab algorithm is crucial for

identifying the underlying trends that correlate markets, and weighting the inclusion

probability of the controls appropriately. For example, it was found that Corona

was actually a poor control for Bud Light, but Mountain Dew was quite strong (see

Figure 7). The value of providing a high number of control markets comes from the

ability of the spike-and-slab method to identify the best control markets to pull out

and use. Often it may turn out that only 3 of the provided controls are selected, but

by allowing the model to identify which 3, we improve the accuracy of our results.

Figure 8 shows how different the control markets selected for Audi versus Buick

were. Likewise, Figure 9 shows Skittles versus Snickers. The controls selected in

all these cases were not intuitive and could not have been chosen without the spike-

and-slab.
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Figure 7: Bud Light controls as weighted by the spike-and-slab algorithm

Figure 8: Audi control weighting versus Buick

Figure 9: Skittles control weighting versus Snickers
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Figure 10: Causal impact results with threshhold on control market inclusion prob-
ability

A threshold was then applied to the inclusion probability of the control markets.

Controls with a probability of less than .4 were excluded in the BSTS model in

an attempt to reduce overfitting. There was a slight improvement in the confidence

interval but overall the impact was small. Figure 10 shows sample results for Snick-

ers and Skittles. As can be seen, the standard deviations decreased slightly with the

removal of the additional control markets.

4.2 Super Bowl marketing impact

Figure 11 shows the results of BSTS model in determining the causal impact of Su-

per Bowl marketing campaigns on Google searches for each of the analyzed prod-

ucts. From this data, it is possible to hypothesize regarding the questions previously

mentioned in section 3.1.

The amount of buzz generated by a Super Bowl ad campaign varies greatly, as

do the types of campaigns, the quality of the marketing, and the products being

marketed. The data appears to show a 25-40% increase in Google searches for car

brands, with the exception being Toyota, who may have just have had a bad year

in terms of marketing quality in 2017. Candy brands such as Skittles and Snickers

received a 200% increase in searches, significantly higher than cars. Software
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Figure 11: Results of BSTS model in determining the causal impact of Super Bowl
marketing on Google searches

brands such as Intel and Microsoft again are on the lower side of the scale at 15-

30%.

Avocados from Mexico, a brand who returned to Super Bowl marketing for the

third consecutive year in 2017, had a significant boost in Google searches with their

30 second spot which aired during the first commercial break of the game. Accord-

ing to Kevin Hamilton, director of brand marketing at Avocados from Mexico, this

early spot was chosen because ”everybody is paying attention early on, while audi-

ence attention may lag later in the evening if the game play is not captivating, the

spot has the benefit of being independent of the action of the game” [26]. Addi-

tionally, the brand remained socially active throughout the game with continuous

Twitter postings of real time game commentary with avocado puns and a hashtag to

accompany their TV commercial, further boosting their digital buzz on both Google

and Twitter.

The one brand that performed well above all others was 84 Lumber, an Amer-

ican building supplies company. The company’s game day commercial featured a
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Figure 12: December through January Google search data for Bud Light and 84
Lumber (pre-Super Bowl marketing campaigns)

politically controversial story regarding illegal immigration from Mexico and Pres-

ident Trump’s plans surrounding the wall to be built on the border. The first half

of the story was aired during the game, ending with a cliffhanger and the message

to visit the company’s website to see the ending. The website crashed shortly after

due to the influx of visitors trying to view the page. The spike in Google searches

for this brand were the highest of any of the Super Bowl marketing done, both as

a relative % increase for themselves as well as relative to other brands. Figure 12

below shows the December through January Google search data for Bud Light and

84 Lumber on the same scale to show the relationship between the two. Pre-Super

Bowl marketing, Bud Light was receiving roughly 5 times as much Google buzz as

84 Lumber. Figure 13 shows the comparative view of Bud Light, which received a

129% push, and 84 Lumber during the Super Bowl marketing period. The spike in

84 Lumber searches is about 100 times higher than the spike Bud Light received,

and lasts significantly longer. 84 Lumber’s 2017 Super Bowl marketing strategy can

serve as a case study for many companies in the future. Their commercial was not

only engaging and relevant under today’s political landscape, but also drew large

audiences directly to their website.

Along with analyzing how buzz across types of products compares, it is also
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Figure 13: December through February Google search data for Bud Light and 84
Lumber (post-Super Bowl marketing campaigns

possible to compare various types of Super Bowl marketing strategies. 84 Lumber

presented a politically charged commercial which they tied directly to their website,

bringing in the highest volume of Google searches of all the brands tested. Snick-

ers’ strategy involved filming a commercial in real time, using the most recent score

in the commercial as proof that it had not been shot ahead of time. Tostitos focused

on altering their product label itself for the Super Bowl. Partnering with Uber, Tos-

titos’ marketing campaign involved ”party safe bags” which allowed consumers to

blow on the bag to see whether they had any alcohol on their breath and should

call an Uber instead of driving. This strategy generated a 100% increase in Google

searches, most accompanied with the phrases like ”Super Bowl bag” and questions

on where to buy one. However, this strategy also led to one of the shortest lasting

impacts, ending roughly 1 day after the Super Bowl. Kia’s Super Bowl commer-

cial stuck out as having the celebrity Melissa McCarthy starring in the commercial.

While celebrity endorsements can help boost buzz, Kia only received a 25% in-

crease. Microsoft and Intel display a different marketing approach for the Super

Bowl, focusing on sponsorship rather than TV commercials. Both brands’ logos

appeared throughout the game in the form of Microsoft Surface tablets used by

the coaches or screens displaying ”Sponsored by Intel” during the half time show.
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Figure 14: Causal impact of Super Bowl marketing on Google searches versus
Twitter mentions for select brands

This strategy did not result in a steep peak directly after or during the game as was

common with other brands, but rather a delayed increase in Google searches. One

hypothesis for this may be that rather than create immediate buzz, these tech com-

panies plant the brand name in the back of viewer’s minds so that when the time

comes for a consumer to purchase a new device, they remember the tablets or other

electronics from the Super Bowl.

LIFEWTR was another brand that received significant Google attention from its

Super Bowl marketing. A purified bottled water launched by PepsiCo in February

of 2017, LIFEWTR’s commercial aired during the Super Bowl creating buzz that

lasted for at least a week after the game. Timing the product launch with the Super

Bowl proved to be a smart tactic given the 400% spike in Google searches.

Almost all the products reached a peak in digital buzz directly after the game

ended, with the effects lasting various lengths of time. Figure 14 shows a com-

parison of the Google buzz and the Twitter buzz generated for a select number of

products. Most of the brands tested received less of a causal impact on Twitter

mentions than Google searches, with the exception being Kia. Typically buzz on

Twitter lasted a shorter length of time than Google as social media moved on from

the Super Bowl onto other topics of interest.
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Figure 15: Causal impact of Super Bowl marketing on Google searches for select
brands as calculated by the BSTS model versus the Difference-in-Differences model

4.3 Comparison to difference-in-differences method

The difference-in-differences model performed similarly to the BSTS model as can

be seen in Figure 15. Overall the absolute effect calculated by the DD method was

directionally consistent in all cases and almost always slightly lower than the BSTS

method, with the exception being Bud Light. The major difference between the

results of the two methods is in the standard deviation which in every case was much

larger for the DD method, resulting in significantly wider confidence intervals. In

the particular instance of Kia, the BSTS method predicted an absolute impact of

13 with a standard deviation of 1.5, meaning it is safe to assume the marketing had

an impact. However, given the same data, the DD model predicted an impact of 4

with a standard deviation of 5.6, meaning 0 would be included in the confidence

interval and therefore the impact is questionable. In marketing campaigns where

the causal impact is low, close to 10-15% perhaps, the wide confidence intervals

and slight underestimation of the DD model could lead to the misinterpration that

the advertising had no impactt, while the BSTS model may be more accurate.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

While more analysis is needed, it appears the BSTS model is a useful tool for

measuring causal impact of marketing events on digital buzz. Applying daily and

weekly trends to hourly data further improves the model as does feeding in a large

number of control markets for the spike-and-slab algorithm to select. The most ac-

curate control markets for a given product are often counter-intuitive and not simply

similar products, make the spike-and-slab method quite important. The confidence

intervals can be narrowed by further applying a threshhold to the control market

weighting to prevent overfitting.

The parameter driving a significant amount of variance in the results is the

length of the post-event window. Further analysis is needed here to determine the

best way to select this window.

For the brands selected in this study, Super Bowl marketing campaigns almost

always drove short term significant impact on digital buzz. Certain types of products

tend to get more of a boost while other products may have longer lasting buzz.

Buzz typically lasts longer on Google than on Twitter, although more data would

be needed to confirm this.

The BSTS model as compared to the difference-in-differences model displays

directionally consistent results in terms of inferring causal impact, however with

much narrower confidence intervals, resulting in a more reliable result. BSTS mod-

els appear to be a better choice especially in the cases of lower impact marketing

campaigns (e.g., 15% impact) where the DD wide confidence intervals often make

it difficult to determine if an impact even exists.
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5.2 Future Work

Improvements can be made to the model including but not limited to the addition

of more potential control markets, further testing of the post-event period, or the

application of more trends and prior known information.

The largest limiting factor for the analysis presented here was availability of

data. If the data for past Super Bowl marketing campaigns could me made available,

a number of trends and comparisons could be analyzed year to year, for a larger

number of brands, to truly understand which types of marketing campaigns generate

the most buzz. Additionally the Google data currently used was only available

normalized, making it difficult to get a sense of the impact in absolute numbers as

well as to compare results from brand to brand. By pulling digital buzz data for

other social media platforms or other metrics besides digital buzz, the impact of

Super Bowl marketing could continue to be validated.

The BSTS model unlocks a large variety of possible applications besides mar-

keting. Future analysis could involve the application of the model on a number of

current issues in politics or society such as the causal impact of gun shootings on

gunmaker stock prices or the causal impact of President Trump’s tweets, to name a

few examples.
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A    Code Sample 
 
## DIFFERENCE IN DIFFERENCES ANALYSIS ON GOOGLE DATA (EXAMPLE: 84 LUMBER) 
# Create dataset  
setwd("C:/Users/Aggarwal Neema/Documents/Thesis/Data") 
AllData = read.csv("2017DDdataLumber.csv", header = TRUE) 
AllData$Brand = as.character(AllData$Brand) 
AllData$Value = as.numeric(as.character(AllData$Value)) 
 
# Create Date-Time column 
AllData$Date = as.POSIXct(paste(AllData$Date,AllData$Time), format = "%m/%d/%Y 
%H:%M:%S", tz = "America/Los_Angeles") 
 
# Set controls to 0, and pre-event window to zero, then run analysis 
AllData$timenew = ifelse(AllData$Date >= "2017-02-05 05:00:00 PST",1,0) 
AllData$treated = ifelse(AllData$Brand == "Lumber",1,0) 
 
did = lm(Value ~ treated + timenew + timenew*treated, data = AllData) 
summary(did) 
 
 
## BSTS ANALYSIS ON TWITTER DATA (EXAMPLE: 84 LUMBER) 
library(CausalImpact) 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# Create dataset for Twitter 7 DAY DATA 
setwd("C:/Users/Aggarwal Neema/Documents/Thesis/Data/7 day") 
AllDataT = read.csv("Combined twitter.csv", header = TRUE) 
 
datetimeT = as.POSIXct(paste(AllDataT$Date,AllDataT$Time), format = "%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S", 
tz = "America/Los_Angeles") 
 
# Uneffected Control markets 
AlmondJoy = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$AlmondJoy)) 
Corona = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$Corona)) 
Pringles = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$Pringles)) 
Twix = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$Twix)) 
HomeDepot = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$HomeDepot)) 
 
# Effected market 
Lumber = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataT$Lumber)) 
 
# Combine into set  
Lumberset = zoo(cbind(Lumber,AlmondJoy,Corona,Pringles,Twix,HomeDepot), datetimeT) 
 
# Determine pre and post event time frames varying post period time 
pre.period <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-01 00:00:00 PST", "2017-02-05 05:00:00 PST")) 
 
# Immediately after game ends 
post.period <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-05 20:00:00 PST")) 
# ~ 1 day after 
post.period2 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-07 00:00:00 PST")) 
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# ~ 2 days after 
post.periodTWO <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-08 00:00:00 PST")) 
# ~3 days after (end of "Super Bowl" buzz) 
post.period3 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-09 00:00:00 PST")) 
# ~4 days after (end of "Super Bowl" buzz) 
post.period4 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-10 00:00:00 PST")) 
# ~5 days after (end of "Super Bowl" buzz) 
post.period5 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-11 00:00:00 PST")) 
# ~6 days after (end of "Super Bowl" buzz) 
post.period6 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-12 00:00:00 PST")) 
# All data 
post.period7 <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-13 21:00:00 PST")) 
 
# Run CASAUL IMPACT analysis and see results 
impactGame = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGameWeekend = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period2, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame2 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.periodTWO, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame3 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period3, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame4 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period4, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame5 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period5, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame6 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period6, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
impactGame7 = CausalImpact(Lumberset, pre.period, post.period7, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
 
summary(impactGame) 
summary(impactGameWeekend) 
summary(impactGame2) 
summary(impactGame3) 
summary(impactGame4) 
summary(impactGame5) 
summary(impactGame6) 
summary(impactGame7) 
 
# Plot outputs 
matplot(AllControls, type = "l") 
plot(impactGame7) 
plot(impactGame7$model$bsts.model, "coefficients") 
 
 
## VARY NUMBER OF CONTROLS WITH GOOGLE DATA (EXAMPLE: SKITTLES) 
# Google 7 Day Data - test 1 control vs. 5 vs. all 11 
library(CausalImpact) 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# Create dataset for GOOGLE 7 DAY DATA 
setwd("C:/Users/Aggarwal Neema/Documents/Thesis/Data/7 day") 
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AllDataG = read.csv("Combined 7 day v2.csv", header = TRUE) 
 
datetimeG = as.POSIXct(paste(AllDataG$Date,AllDataG$Time), format = "%m/%d/%Y 
%H:%M:%S", tz = "America/Los_Angeles") 
 
# Uneffected Control markets 
AlmondJoyG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$AlmondJoy)) 
BlueMoonG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$BlueMoon)) 
BurgerKingG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$BurgerKing)) 
CoronaG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Corona)) 
DasaniG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Dasani)) 
MnMsG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$MnMs)) 
MountainDewG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$MountainDew)) 
PringlesG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Pringles)) 
ShockTopG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$ShockTop)) 
SmartwaterG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Smartwater)) 
TwixG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Twix)) 
 
# Effected market 
SkittlesG7day = as.numeric(as.character(AllDataG$Skittles)) 
 
# Combine into control set of various sizes 
OneControl = zoo(cbind(SkittlesG7day,CoronaG7day), datetimeG) 
FiveControls = 
zoo(cbind(SkittlesG7day,CoronaG7day,BlueMoonG7day,PringlesG7day,TwixG7day,MountainDew
G7day),datetimeG) 
AllControls = 
zoo(cbind(SkittlesG7day,AlmondJoyG7day,BlueMoonG7day,BurgerKingG7day,CoronaG7day,Dasa
niG7day,MnMsG7day,MountainDewG7day,PringlesG7day,ShockTopG7day,SmartwaterG7day,Tw
ixG7day), datetimeG) 
 
# Determine pre and post event time frames 
pre.period <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-01-25 21:00:00 PST", "2017-02-05 05:00:00 PST")) 
post.period <- as.POSIXct(c("2017-02-05 06:00:00 PST", "2017-02-07 00:00:00 PST")) 
 
# Run CASAUL IMPACT analysis and see results 
impactOneControl = CausalImpact(OneControl[1:292], pre.period, post.period, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
summary(impactOneControl) 
 
impactFiveControls = CausalImpact(FiveControls[1:292], pre.period, post.period, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
summary(impactFiveControls) 
 
impactAllControls = CausalImpact(AllControls[1:292], pre.period, post.period, model.args = 
list(nseasons=7,season.duration=24)) 
summary(impactAllControls) 
 
# Plot outputs 
matplot(OneControl[1:292], type = "l") 
plot(impactOneControl) 
plot(impactOneControl$model$bsts.model, "coefficients") 
plot(impactFiveControls$model$bsts.model, "coefficients") 
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plot(impactAllControls$model$bsts.model, "coefficients") 
 
## SAMPLE GOOGLE DATA SCRAPE CODE 
# Download 7 day data - HOURLY (168 values) 
rm(list=ls()) 
downloadDir="C:/Users/Aggarwal Neema/Documents/Thesis/2017_data_scrape" 
setwd(downloadDir) 
 
URL_GT=function(keyword=""){ 
   
  start="http://www.google.com/trends/trendsReport?hl=en-US&q=" 
  end="&date=now%207-d&cmpt=q&content=1&export=1" 
 
  queries=keyword[1] 
  if(length(keyword)>1) { 
    for(i in 2:length(keyword)){ 
      queries=paste(queries, "%2C ", keyword[i], sep="") 
    } 
  } 
   
  URL=paste(start, queries, end, sep="") 
  URL <- gsub(" ", "%20", URL) 
  return(URL) 
} 
 
downloadGT=function(URL, downloadDir){ 
   
  #Determine if download has been completed by comparing the number of files in the download 
directory to the starting number 
  startingFiles=list.files(downloadDir) 
  browseURL(URL) 
  endingFiles=list.files(downloadDir) 
   
  while(length(setdiff(endingFiles,startingFiles))==0) { 
    Sys.sleep(3) 
    endingFiles=list.files(downloadDir) 
  } 
  filePath=setdiff(endingFiles,startingFiles) 
  return(filePath) 
} 
 
keywords=c("superbowl") 
url = URL_GT(keywords) 
filePath=downloadGT(url,downloadDir) 
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B    Data Sample 
 

Date Time AlmondJoy AvocadosFM Bai BlueMoon BudLight 

1/25/2017 21:00:00 28 10 61 27 20 

1/25/2017 22:00:00 24 6 62 21 11 

1/25/2017 23:00:00 9 5 57 19 8 

1/26/2017 0:00:00 7 3 52 17 5 

1/26/2017 1:00:00 3 2 47 16 4 

1/26/2017 2:00:00 1 1 41 17 4 

1/26/2017 3:00:00 9 1 41 16 5 

1/26/2017 4:00:00 15 4 46 19 7 

1/26/2017 5:00:00 19 5 49 21 10 

1/26/2017 6:00:00 22 12 45 24 11 

1/26/2017 7:00:00 28 8 34 26 12 

1/26/2017 8:00:00 38 9 23 28 16 

1/26/2017 9:00:00 27 19 15 33 19 

1/26/2017 10:00:00 38 13 11 32 22 

1/26/2017 11:00:00 43 15 9 32 20 

1/26/2017 12:00:00 63 64 8 35 24 

1/26/2017 13:00:00 52 100 9 36 27 

1/26/2017 14:00:00 67 86 14 43 34 

1/26/2017 15:00:00 67 65 26 47 42 

1/26/2017 16:00:00 73 64 40 49 44 

1/26/2017 17:00:00 71 45 52 50 48 

1/26/2017 18:00:00 86 46 65 52 45 

1/26/2017 19:00:00 53 46 73 46 41 

1/26/2017 20:00:00 38 46 75 37 30 

1/26/2017 21:00:00 25 28 69 32 24 

1/26/2017 22:00:00 16 13 65 26 14 

1/26/2017 23:00:00 11 13 63 17 9 

1/27/2017 0:00:00 9 1 59 17 5 

1/27/2017 1:00:00 5 6 55 17 5 

1/27/2017 2:00:00 14 2 51 16 4 

1/27/2017 3:00:00 13 8 51 18 5 

1/27/2017 4:00:00 16 9 53 18 7 

1/27/2017 5:00:00 24 19 52 21 8 

1/27/2017 6:00:00 36 19 55 25 13 

1/27/2017 7:00:00 36 23 65 29 15 

1/27/2017 8:00:00 27 25 100 28 17 

1/27/2017 9:00:00 29 26 47 33 23 

1/27/2017 10:00:00 35 22 20 33 21 
 


